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a b s t r a c t
A behavior-analytic model of transitive inference (TI) as relational reasoning with derived comparative
relations is outlined. Following nonarbitrary relational training and testing to establish contextual functions of “more than” (>) and “less than” (<) for two abstract stimuli, two groups of participants learned
a series of contextually controlled more than or less than relations (All-More: E > D > C > B > A; All-Less:
A < B < C < D < E). On meeting the training criterion, inferential tests were presented to both groups involving mutually entailed relations (All-More: A < B, B < C, C < D and D < E; All-Less: B > A, C > B, D > C and E > D)
and one-step (A < C, B < D, C < E, C > A, D > B and E > C) and two-step (A < D, B < E, D > A and E > B) combinatorially entailed relations. Performance accuracy on the trained and inferential tasks was uniformly high
across both groups, with no significant differences observed. In both groups, however, performance accuracy differed significantly on one-step and two-step combinatorially entailed tasks involving the same
or different relation to that trained. The present findings demonstrate complex relational reasoning with
derived comparative relations, replicate several key effects from the literature on TI and have potential
implications for the development of a contemporary behavior-analytic account of TI.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Transitive inference (TI) is considered a hallmark of human and
nonhuman reasoning (Vasconcelos, 2008). In a typical TI study,
overlapping pairs of simultaneous discriminations are trained, such
as A+B−, B+C−, C+D−, and D+E− (where “+” indicates reinforced
choices and “−” non-reinforced choices). Then, during testing,
novel combinations of stimulus pairs (e.g., AE, BD) are presented,
usually in the absence of feedback or nondifferential feedback. The
AE test pair may be solved without reference to the intervening
pairs, and A chosen over E, since during training A is always reinforced and E is never reinforced. On the other hand, the BD pair
pits stimuli with comparable training histories against one another
since reinforcement is made available equally often for choices of
B and D during training. Despite this, selection of B over D is predicted because D was paired with E during training, which was
never reinforced.
A vast literature from several domains has amassed on TI in both
humans (e.g., Acuna et al., 2002; Ellenbogen et al., 2007; Frank et al.,
2005; Greene et al., 2001; Lazareva and Wasserman, 2010; Martin
and Alsop, 2004; Moses et al., 2006) and nonhumans (e.g., Dusek
and Eichenbaum, 1997; Van Elzakker et al., 2003; Von Fersen et
al., 1991; Weaver et al., 1997; Wynne, 1995, 1997, 1998). Broadly,
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TI is studied with one of two types of tasks. Associative or linear
tasks involve training overlapping simultaneous discriminations.
Training pairs may be presented in linear sequence or intermixed
and proceed in a forward (A+B−, B+C−, C+D−, D+E−) or backward
(A−B+, B−C+, C−D+, D−E+) direction. Regardless of training structure, all tests involve presenting nonadjacent pairs (e.g., BD), in the
absence of feedback. These test pairs may, it is argued, be solved
on the basis of associative learning principles or value transfer
involving the overlapping and nonoverlapping reinforced and nonreinforced stimuli (e.g., Libben and Titone, 2008; Moses et al., 2006;
Russell et al., 1996; Vasconcelos, 2008; Von Fersen et al., 1991;
Zentall and Clement, 2001). In the second set of tasks, logical or
proposition-based tasks, pairs of stimuli involving pre-existing natural verbal relations are presented, followed by a question or probe
concerning the relation between nonadjacent pairs. Natural verbal
relations may involve stimuli of differing physical dimensions such
as size/quantity and are often presented in statement and question
format, such as “Dave is taller than Andy; Andy is taller than Martin;
Martin is taller than Alan. Who is taller: Dave or Alan?” Correctly
answering “Dave” is taken as evidence for TI (e.g., Goodwin and
Johnson-Laird, 2005; Russell et al., 1996).
Regardless of the tasks employed, a defining feature of research
on TI is the emergence of untrained inferences between nonadjacent stimuli based on relations among learned, adjacent pairs. This
outcome is comparable to behavior-analytic research on derived
relational responding, which shows that when a series of intercon-
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nected conditional discriminations are taught involving physically
dissimilar stimuli, the stimuli involved in those discriminations
often become related to each other in ways not explicitly trained
(Sidman, 1994; Hayes et al., 2001a; Rehfeldt and Barnes-Holmes,
2009; Schlund et al., 2008). This basic finding has been demonstrated numerous times with a range of populations, tasks, and
types of stimulus relations. Most relevant to the present account of
TI, however, is research on derived comparative relations of “more
than” and “less than”.
Derived comparative relations are involved “whenever one
event is responded to in terms of a quantitative or qualitative relation along a specified dimension with another event” (Hayes et al.,
2001b, p. 36). First learned with nonarbitrary stimuli that differ
along a specified physical dimension, such as size, comparative
relations may be brought to bear on any arbitrary stimuli, given
appropriate contextual cues.
For example, consider a young child who learns that “X is
taller than Y”. Subsequently, he or she may when asked, “which is
shorter?” respond “Y”, without any further training. According to
one prominent account of derived relational responding, relational
frame theory (Hayes et al., 2001a), this arbitrarily applicable relational response is controlled solely by the contextual cues “taller”
and “shorter”, not by any physical cues, and can be applied to any
stimuli regardless of their physical properties. For example, if we
learn that X is more than Y (X > Y) and Y is more than Z (Y > Z),
then we may derive that Y is less than X (Y < X) and Z is less
than Y (Z < Y). These tested relations are termed mutual entailment,
which refers to the derived bidirectionality of stimulus relations.
Additional derived comparative relations may emerge when, for
instance, given the training outlined above, we may infer that X is
more than Z (X > Z) and Z less than X (Z < X). These tested relations
are termed combinatorial entailment, which refers to instances in
which two or more relations are combined to make a third relation.1
Several studies have provided evidence for this basic effect (e.g.,
Berens and Hayes, 2007; Dymond and Barnes, 1995; Gorham et al.,
2009; Hinton et al., 2010; Reilly et al., 2005; Whelan et al., 2006;
Vitale et al., 2008).
The first study to employ derived comparative relations as a
means of investigating performances indicative of TI was conducted
by Reilly et al. (2005). These researchers sought to investigate
effects of differing training histories on response latencies to a
5-term series of “more than” and “less than” relations. First, nonarbitrary relational training and testing was undertaken to establish
two contextual cues for “more than” and “less than”, respectively.
Participants were trained to select one of two comparisons of a
greater quantity in the presence of the “more than” contextual cue,
and to select one of two comparisons of a lesser quantity in the
presence of the “less than” contextual cue before being tested for
generalized nonarbitrary relational responding with novel stimuli.
Next, participants were exposed to one of three arbitrary relational
training designs. In the first training design, all of the arbitrary
trained relations were “more than” relations (All-More: B > A, C > B,
D > C, E > D), in the second training design, they were all “less than”
relations (All-Less: A < B, B < C, C < D, D < E), and in the third training design, the trained relations were a combination of each (A < B,
B < C, D > C, E > D). In each of the three groups, correct selections
were predicted by the particular contextual cue (“more than” or

1
Relational frame theory adopts the terms mutual entailment and combinatorial
entailment as generic alternatives to symmetry and transitivity because they account
for instances where the trained and tested relations differ. This is readily apparent
in the present case of derived comparative relations. For instance, if A is more than B
and B more than C, then the derived relations (B less than A, C less than B; C less than
A) are neither symmetrical nor transitive (see Dymond and Barnes, 1995; Hayes et
al., 2001a; Sidman, 2008).

9

“less than”), all tasks were presented in an intermixed fashion, and
training ended once a high accuracy criterion of 16 consecutive
correct responses was achieved. During testing, participants were
presented with novel combinations of the stimuli and contextual
cues, in the absence of feedback. For instance, mutual entailment
was tested, for the All-More group, with presentations of A < B, B < C,
C < D and D < E, and for the All-Less group with B > A, C > B, D > C and
E > D, and for the combined group with B > A, C > B, C < D and D < E.
For all groups, combinatorial entailment involving one, two or three
mediating steps was tested with presentations of A < C, B < D, C < E,
C > A, D > B and E > C (one-step), A < D, B < E, D > A and E > B (twostep), and A < E and E > A (three-step). Reilly et al. (2005) found that
response latencies decreased linearly across one-, two- and threestep pairs. With respect to training histories, the All-More group
made significantly faster responses than both of the other groups.
Reilly et al. did not, however, report response accuracy data (see
also Hinton et al., 2010; O’Hora et al., 2002).
Reilly et al. (2005) showed that performance on tests for combinatorial entailment could be considered formally similar to that
seen on inferential tests in traditional TI research, but with several
noteworthy features. First, with the BD stimulus pair, for instance,
selection of either B or D is reliably controlled by the presence of the
particular contextual cues. In the presence of the “more than” cue,
selections of D over B are predicted (D > B), while in the presence
of the “less than” cue, selections of B over D are predicted (B < D).
Furthermore, each of the trained relations entails a bidirectional
or mutually entailed test relation that obtains between adjacent
pairs. For example, A < B entails the novel test relation B > A, B < C
entails the test relation C > B, and so on. In this way, the contextually controlled derived comparative relations of “more than” and
“less than” are selectively applied to the test pairs, yielding a large
number of mutually entailed, one- and two-step test pairs. Second,
precise predictions may be made as to which stimulus of each test
pair will be selected over another regardless of the training structure used to establish the array. For example, performance on the
B < D and D > B test pairs involves participants first learning stimulus pairs that may be exclusively all “more than” (B > A, C > B, D > C,
E > D), all “less than” (A < B, B < C, C < D, D < E) or a combination of the
two (A < B, B < C, D > C, E > D). Next, during inferential testing, selection of B over D, in the presence of less than (B < D), and D over B,
in the presence of more than (D > B), is predicted, regardless of the
initial training structure received. This allows for an investigation
of the effects of different training histories on the same inferential
test tasks.
Third, although traditional TI studies usually train baseline
premise pairs to high accuracy levels, it is not typical, if the inferential ability does not immediately emerge, to re-present test blocks
or to recycle through re-training and re-testing (e.g., Frank et al.,
2005; Greene et al., 2001; Leo and Greene, 2008; Libben and Titone,
2008; Moses et al., 2006). Conversely, in research on derived relational responding, “delayed emergence” (Sidman, 1994) is a robust
phenomenon such that it is customary to repeat inferential testing
for a predetermined number of exposures, if the predicted performances do not emerge immediately. Presenting repeated blocks
of inferential testing for a predetermined number of times allows
researchers to identify within-subject sources of control over test
outcomes by controlling for the adventitious feedback produced by
recycling through training and testing phases, and was adopted by
the present study.
Finally, the combinatorial entailment test pairs of the present
model may be further analyzed as being either the same or different relations as trained (Reilly et al., 2005, p. 245). Same relation as
trained pairs are those where the contextual cue presented during
inferential testing is the same as that presented during arbitrary
relational training, and different relation as trained pairs are those
where the contextual cue differs from that presented during arbi-
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trary relational training. To illustrate, consider the All-More group
from Reilly et al. (2005). During inferential testing, both types of
pairs were presented during one-step (same: C > A, D > B and E > C;
different: A < C, B < D and C < E), two-step (same: D > A and E > B;
different: A < D and B < E) and three-step (same: E > A; different:
A < E) combinatorially entailed relations. However, as Reilly et al.
(2005) did not report accuracy data, it remains to be determined
whether or not performance accuracy differs on same and different
test pairs.
The present study sought to replicate and extend the findings of
Reilly et al. (2005) by analyzing both response accuracy and latency
to a 5-term TI-like series in which all of the trained relations were
either all “more than” relations (B > A, C > B, D > C, E > D; All-More)
or all “less than” relations (A < B, B < C, C < D, D < E; All-Less). On
reaching the training criterion, all participants were exposed to
an inferential test for mutual entailment and one- and two-step
combinatorial entailment, for a predetermined maximum number of exposures. We also analyzed performance on inferential
test pairs that were either the same or different to the training
received.
1. Method
1.1. Participants
Fifty participants, 40 female and 10 male, with a mean age of
22.1 years (S.D.: 3.16) were recruited from Swansea University and
reimbursed with either £6 or course credit at the completion of the
study. Participants were randomly allocated to either the All-Less
or All-More groups.
1.2. Materials and procedure
Two visual stimuli were employed as contextual cues during
nonarbitrary relational training and testing to establish the contextual functions of “more than” and “less than” (see Fig. 1). In addition,
eight nonarbitrary stimulus sets composed of images of different
quantities of particular objects were employed. Five, consonantvowel-consonant strings (VEK, JOM, BIH, CUG, PAF) were used
during arbitrary relational training and testing phases as comparison stimuli. A 5-term linear series of derived comparative relations
was subsequently established with these five stimuli (labeled A-BC-D-E).
The procedure consisted of two phases, each with interlinked
training and testing elements: Phase 1: Nonarbitrary relational
training and testing, and Phase 2: Arbitrary relational training and
testing. Both groups received Phase 1, while during Phase 2 participants received either All-More or All-Less arbitrary relational
training. Each group then received tests for mutual entailment
that were specific to prior arbitrary relational training, while
both groups received the same tests for combinatorial entailment
(see Fig. 1).
Phase 1: Nonarbitrary relational training and testing. The purpose
of this phase was to establish contextual control over responding by two cues (“more than” and “less than”) using stimulus
sets of differing physical quantities (see Fig. 1). The stimulus sets
employed consisted of quantities of objects termed Few for the
smallest amount, Intermediate amount (note: not necessarily the
midpoint of the smallest and greatest amounts), and Many for the
greatest amount. For example, one stimulus set was composed of
images of one, two, and three tractors. Four stimulus sets were
used during nonarbitrary relational training, and were as follows
(the quantities of the particular object that composed each image
are in parentheses): basketballs (1, 2, 8), beakers (1, 3, 6), tractors
(1, 2, 3), and ladybirds (2, 4, 8). Another four stimulus sets were

used during nonarbitrary relational testing: turtles (2, 3, 4), arks
(1, 2, 3), apples (1, 4, 8), and traffic lights (1, 3, 4). Each training and testing set was composed of three stimulus images and
two contextual cues, which generated the following six discriminations: less than [Few/Intermediate], less than [Few/Many], less
than [Intermediate/Many], more than [Few/Intermediate], more
than [Many/Intermediate], and more than [Many/Few]. A total of
24 trial types were generated from these stimulus sets.
Phase 1 began with the following instructions displayed
onscreen:
During this phase you will be presented with one cue in the middle
of the screen and two images beneath it in the centre of the screen,
one on the right and one on the left.
Your task is to choose one of the images. To select the image on
the right, press the marked key on the right of the keyboard. To
select the image on the left, press the marked key on the left of
the keyboard. Please try to do so as quickly and as accurately as
possible.
Sometimes the computer will give you feedback, and at other times
it will not. However, you can get all of the tasks without feedback
correct by carefully attending to the tasks with feedback. Remember, there is always a correct answer. The computer will tell you
when this phase is finished. Please press the space bar to begin.
At the start of each trial, one of the contextual cues appeared in
the centre, top-third of the screen. After a 1.5 s delay, the two comparison stimuli appeared simultaneously in the lower third of the
left- and right-hand side of the screen (positions were counterbalanced across trials). Participants made selections by pressing either
the “Z” or “/” keys. When the contextual cue for more than was presented, choosing the comparison stimulus with the greater quantity
produced the feedback “Correct!”, while choosing the comparison
stimulus with the lesser quantity produced the feedback “Wrong”.
When the contextual cue for less than was presented, choosing the
comparison stimulus with the lesser quantity produced the feedback “Correct!”, while choosing the comparison stimulus with the
greater quantity produced the feedback “Wrong”. Feedback was
displayed for 1.5 s, and an intertrial interval (ITI) of 1.5 s followed.
The contextual cue and both comparisons remained on the computer screen until a response was made. Participants were exposed
to this nonarbitrary relational training phase until they made 10
consecutive correct responses.
On reaching this criterion, participants were immediately
exposed to the nonarbitrary relational test. These tasks were drawn
from the four novel stimulus sets and were presented in the absence
of feedback. Participants were exposed to the nonarbitrary relational test until they made 10 consecutive correct responses. If this
criterion was not met within 24 trials, participants were re-exposed
to nonarbitrary relational training, followed again by nonarbitrary
relational testing.
Phase 2: Arbitrary relational training and testing. Phase 2 began
immediately following Phase 1 with the following instructions displayed onscreen
The first phase of the experiment is finished. Thank you. During
this phase you will be presented with one cue in the middle of the
screen and two images beneath it in the centre of the screen, one
on the right and one on the left.
As before, your task is to choose one of the images. To select the
image on the right, press the marked key on the right of the keyboard. To select the image on the left, press the marked key on the
left of the keyboard. Please try to do so as quickly and as accurately
as possible.
Later, in the tasks without feedback, you will be presented with
the cues that you have seen before. Please look at the cue, as you
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the nonarbitrary and arbitrary training and testing phases. Note: “+” and “−” indicate reinforced and non-reinforced selections during training,
respectively, and “*” indicates predicted selections during testing. During Phase 1, the right-hand panel shows that selecting four apples over one apple was reinforced in the
presence of the cue designated “more than”, and the left hand panel shows that selecting one apple over four apples was reinforced in the presence of the cue designated
“less than”. On reaching training criterion, participants were then tested with novel stimulus sets. During Phase 2, participants received either All-More (right-hand panel)
or All-Less (left hand panel) arbitrary training with nonsense syllables designated A–E. During Phase 2 tests for mutual entailment, the All-More group were presented with
tasks involving the less than cue (right-hand panel) and the All-Less group were presented with tasks involving the more than cue (left hand panel), respectively. Finally, in
Phase 2 tests for combinatorial entailment, both groups received all tasks shown. See text and Table 1 for further details.

can use it to help you learn which one of the images below is the
correct one to choose.
You can get all of the tasks without feedback correct by carefully
attending to the tasks with feedback. Remember, there is always a
correct answer! The computer will tell you when you are finished.
Please press the space bar to begin.
As in Phase 1, during the arbitrary relational training, one of the
contextual cues first appeared in the centre, top-third of the screen
followed by the two comparison stimuli, which consisted of the
nonsense syllables A, B, C, D, and E. A total of 4 training pairs were
presented to each group. The All-More group were presented with
training pairs B > A, C > B, D > C, and E > D (where “>” describes the
contextual cue for the reinforced relation “more than”) designed
to establish the linear series E > D > C > B > A (see Fig. 1). The AllLess group were presented with training pairs: A < B, B < C, C < D,

and D < E (where “<” describes the contextual cue for the reinforced relation “less than”) designed to establish the linear series
A < B < C < D < E (see Fig. 1).
Participants in both groups were presented with the four training pairs in a quasi-random order, three times each in a block of 12
training trials. Participants were exposed to the arbitrary relational
training tasks until they made 12 consecutive correct responses
within a block.
On reaching this criterion, participants were exposed to the arbitrary relational test during which the 4 previously trained pairs
and 14 novel test pairs were presented, in the absence of feedback.
Table 1 lists the trial types presented during this phase. Both groups
were tested for mutual (reversed) stimulus relations based on their
unique training schedule, and all received the same one- and twostep combinatorial entailment test pairs (Fig. 1 and Table 1). The
“endpoint” pairs A < E or E > A were not presented since selections
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Table 1
Overview of the training and testing trials presented to participants in the All-More and All-Less groups. Note: “Trained” refers to test trials involving directly trained relations,
and the acronym ME, CE1 and CE2 refer to test trials for mutually entailed, and one- and two-step combinatorially entailed relations, respectively. The inequalities symbols,
< (less than) and > (more than), denote the contextual cue presented.
Group

Relation type

Test trial type

All-More

Trained
ME

Specific relations in each group
B>A
C>B
A<B
B<C

D>C
C<D

E>D
D<E

All-Less

Trained
ME

A<B
B>A

C<D
D>C

D<E
E>D

CE1
CE2

Derived relations common to both groups
A<C
B<D
A<D
B<E

C<E
D>A

C>A
E>B

B<C
C>B

of either A or E were always reinforced in training for the respective
groups. The mastery criterion for the arbitrary relational test was
a minimum of 15 correct responses in the block of 18 trials. If this
criterion was not met, participants were re-exposed to Phase 1 and
Phase 2 a maximum of three further times.
2. Results
2.1. Participants who failed to pass the arbitrary relational test
Of the 50 participants who began the experiment, 9 (all female)
from each of the All-More and All-Less training groups failed to
reach criterion on the arbitrary relational test within the predetermined maximum of four exposures (see Appendix for individual
results). For these 9 participants, a 2 (group) × 4 (relational type:
trained, mutually entailed, one-step and two-step combinatorial
entailed) ANOVA revealed a significant difference only for relation
type (F(3, 48) = 8.11, p = 0.001). Tukey HSD post hoc comparisons
indicated that accuracy was significantly higher on the trained
relations in comparison to the mutually entailed (p = 0.01), onestep (p = 0.001), and two-step (p = 0.02) combinatorially entailed
relations, as might be expected. Because the present study was concerned with developing a model of TI using derived comparative
relations, it was necessary that the requisite test relations be shown
to have reliably emerged within the predetermined exposure and
mastery criteria (Sidman, 1994). Therefore, the data from those participants that failed the arbitrary relational test were excluded from
all further analyses, yielding a final n = 16 in each group.
2.2. Training trials to criterion
A summary of group performances for training trials to criterion can be seen in Table 2. Participants in the All-More training
group required, on average, a greater number of training trials
during the nonarbitrary relational training phase, compared to
the All-Less training group. This difference, however, was not sig-

D>B

E>C

nificant (p = 0.293). The mean number of trials required by each
group to achieve nonarbitrary relational test mastery was also nonsignificant (p = 0.259; unpaired t-test). Analyses conducted on the
trials to criterion during the arbitrary relational training and testing phases revealed no significant differences between the groups
(p = 0.341 and p = 0.482, respectively). The All-More and All-Less
groups required a mean of 2.69 (S.D. = 0.87) and 2.38 (S.D. = 0.96)
exposures to the arbitrary relational test, respectively.
2.3. Accuracy: All-More
Trained relations. Fig. 2 (upper panel) shows that the All-More
group responded at marginally higher accuracy during trial types
containing end terms (i.e., B > A and E > D), than trial types not containing end terms (i.e., C > B and D > C). A one-way, within-subjects
analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a significant main effect of
trial type (F(3, 45) = 7.54, p = 0.001). Post hoc comparisons with the
Tukey HSD revealed that accuracy on the trial type B > A was not
significantly higher than accuracy on the trial type C > B (p = 0.32).
However, accuracy was significantly higher on the trial types B > A
over D > C (p = 0.01), E > D over C > B (p = 0.04), and E > D over D > C
(p = 0.01). Accuracy did not differ significantly between the two trial
types containing end terms, B > A and E > D (p = 0.22).
Mutual entailment. Fig. 2 (upper panel) shows that for the AllMore group, accuracy on all mutually entailed test trials containing
end terms was not superior to the test trials not containing end
terms. A one-way, within-subjects ANOVA revealed no significant
effect for trial type (F(3, 45) = 0.15, p = 0.928).
One-step combinatorially entailed relations. For the All-More
group, a one-way, within-subjects ANOVA revealed a significant
effect for trial type (F(5, 75) = 4.08, p = 0.02). Post hoc comparisons
with the Tukey HSD revealed that accuracy on trial types containing
end terms (C > A, E > C, A < C, and C < E), although marginally superior to test trials not containing end terms (D > B and B < D) was
not significantly different for the following comparisons: C > A and
D > B (p = 0.08), E > C and D > B (p = 0.08), A < C and B < D (p = 0.43),
C < E and B < D (p = 0.25).

Table 2
Mean number of Phase 1 nonarbitrary and Phase 2 arbitrary training and test trials to criterion (and standard deviations), for those participants in the All-More and All-Less
training groups who passed and failed the arbitrary relational test. Also shown is the mean number of correct responses during participants final arbitrary relational test
exposure.
Phase 1: nonarbitrary relational

Phase 2: arbitrary relational

Group

Training

Testing

Training

Testing

Final test exposure

Pass (n = 32)
All-More
All-Less

39 (60.89)
26 (25.30)

12.5 (6.62)
14 (6.76)

69 (63.97)
84 (80.40)

13 (3.83)
12 (4.06)

Fail (n = 18)
All-More
All-Less

30 (34.4)
37.2 (81.1)

13.7 (7.8)
14.4 (8.2)

75 (70.8)
74.3 (61.4)

9.3 (2.42)
9.17 (2.6)

16.5 (1.1)
16.3 (0.70)
9.4 (2.13)
11.2 (2.44)
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Fig. 2. Performance accuracy (mean percent correct) of the All-More group (upper panel) and the All-Less group (lower panel) for trained, mutually entailed, one-step and
two-step combinatorially entailed relations. Error bars indicate standard errors.

Accuracy on the trials that were the same as training (e.g., C > A),
and those that were different to training (e.g., A < C) were also analyzed. Accuracy on the B < D and D > B trial types did not differ
significantly between same and different trials (p = 0.15). In contrast, significant differences were observed for the C > A and A < C
(p = 0.006) and E > C and C < E (p = 0.003) trial types.
Two-step combinatorially entailed relations. All of the two-step
combinatorially entailed test trials presented to the All-More group
contained an end term (D > A, E > B, A < D and B < E). A one-way,
within-subjects ANOVA revealed a significant effect for trial type
(F(3, 45) = 4.14, p = 0.011). Post hoc comparisons revealed that
performance on D > A and A < D trials was significantly different
(p = 0.046), as were E > B and B < E trials (p = 0.048). Accuracy was
not significantly different on the same relation as trained trials D > A
and E > B (p = 0.68) or on the different relation to trained trials A < D
and B < E (p = 0.78).
2.4. Accuracy: All-Less
Trained relations. Fig. 2 (lower panel) shows that the All-Less
group responded at higher accuracy during the trained relations
containing end terms (i.e., A < B and D < E) than on the trial types
not containing end terms (i.e., B < C and C < D). A one-way, withinsubjects ANOVA revealed a significant effect for trial type (F(3,
45) = 6.22, p = 0.001). Post hoc analyses with the Tukey HSD revealed

no superior accuracy for the trial A < B over C < D (p = 0.08), but
accuracy was significantly higher on the trial type A < B, over B < C
(p = 0.02). Similarly, accuracy on the trial type D < E was significantly
higher than on both trial types B < C (p = 0.003) and C < D (p = 0.02),
respectively. No significant difference between accuracy on the two
trial types containing end terms, A < B and D < E (p = 0.16).
Mutual entailment: A one-way, within-subjects ANOVA revealed
no significant effect for trial type during tests for mutual entailment
(F(3, 45) = 1.13, p = 0.342).
One-step combinatorially entailed relations. For the All-Less
group, a one-way, within-subjects ANOVA revealed a significant
effect for trial type (F(5, 75) = 3.08, p = 0.048). There were no significant differences in accuracy on test trials containing end terms
(A < C, C < E, C > A, and E > C) compared to test trials that did not
contain end terms (B < D and D > B).
Accuracy was, however, superior on the one-step combinatorially entailed test relations that were same as training, in
comparison to those that were different to training for the trial
types A < C and C > A (p = 0.019). Further analysis revealed that performance on the trial types B < D and D > B did not differ significantly
between relations same or different as trained (p = 0.16), nor for the
trial types C < E and E > C (p = 0.07).
Two-step combinatorially entailed relations. All of the four, twostep combinatorially entailed test trials presented to the All-Less
group contained an end term (A < D, B < E, D > A, and E > B). A one-
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Fig. 3. Performance accuracy (mean percent correct) for the All-More and All-Less
groups collapsed across relation type (trained, mutually entailed and combinatorial
one-step and two-step). Error bars indicate standard errors.

way, within-subjects ANOVA revealed no significant effect for trial
type presented (F(3, 45) = 1.28, p = 0.294).
2.5. Group comparisons
Fig. 3 shows the mean accuracy for the All-More and All-Less
training groups. A 2 (group) × 4 (relation type) mixed ANOVA
revealed a significant difference for relation type (F(3, 90) = 4.80,
p = 0.04). Post hoc comparisons indicated that accuracy was significantly higher on the trained relations compared to the mutually
entailed relations (p = 0.04) only. No significant differences in accuracy across training groups (F(1, 30) = 0.29, p = 0.60) or interactions
(F(3, 90) = 0.29, p = 0.60) were found.
2.6. Comparison of same/different test relations
Fig. 4 shows each group’s accuracy during the one- and twostep test pairs that were both same as and different to the relation
trained. A highly significant main effect for relation type (F(3,
90) = 8.96, p = 0.001), but not group (F(1, 30) = 2.53, p = 0.12), was
found, with no interaction with same/different relations (F(3,
90) = 2.58, p = 0.06). Post hoc comparisons revealed that performance was significantly different on the same/different one-step
relations (p = 0.02). Similarly, there was a significant difference
in accuracy between the one-step relation that was different to

Fig. 4. Performance accuracy (mean percent correct) for the All-More and All-Less
groups for one-step and two-step combinatorial test relations that were either same
as or different to training. Error bars indicate standard errors.

Fig. 5. Reaction time (ms) for the All-More and All-Less groups collapsed across
relation type. Error bars indicate standard errors.

training, and the two-step relation that was the same as training
(p = 0.01).
2.7. Reaction time
Fig. 5 shows that the All-More group were marginally faster
responding to trained relations than the All-Less group, but that
this trend was reversed for the remaining tasks. Reaction times two
or more standard deviations from the sample mean were removed
as outliers, resulting in 1% of the sample being excluded from the
analysis. A 2 (group) × 4 (relation type) mixed ANOVA revealed
a significant difference only for relation type (F(3, 90) = 16.55,
p = 0.001). No main effect was observed for group (F(1, 30) = 0.97,
p = 0.33), nor were there any interaction effects (F(3, 90) = 0.46,
p = 0.504). Post hoc comparisons revealed that reaction times to
the trained relations were significantly faster than to the mutually
entailed (p = 0.001), one-step (p = 0.000), and two-step (p = 0.042)
combinatorially entailed relations.
2.8. Further analyses
As a result of the non-significant differences between the AllMore and All-Less training groups, the accuracy data from both
groups were combined. This permitted an analysis of performance
accuracy during the trained, and one- and two-step combinatorially
entailed relations only (it was not possible to analyze the respective mutually entailed relations because these test trials differed
between the two groups; see Table 1).
Trained relations. Accuracy was marginally higher on the trial
types that contained end terms (i.e., AB and DE) in comparison
to those that did not (i.e., BC and CD). A one-way within-subjects
ANOVA revealed a significant effect for trial type (F(3, 93) = 11.84,
p = 0.001). Post hoc comparisons revealed that accuracy on the trial
type AB was significantly higher than that of the trial type BC (F(1,
31) = 6.06, p = 0.020). Similarly, accuracy was significantly higher
on the trial type CD over DE (F(1, 31) = 34.95, p = 0.001). No other
differences were observed.
One-step combinatorially entailed relations. A one-way withinsubjects ANOVA revealed a significant effect for trial type (F(5,
155) = 5.90, p = 0.001). Post hoc comparisons revealed that accuracy was higher on the trial type C > A over D > B (F(1, 31) = 6.50,
p = 0.013), and E > C over D > B (F(1, 31) = 4.28, p = 0.04). No other
differences were observed.
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Two-step combinatorially entailed relations. All of the two-step
combinatorially entailed trials presented at test contained an end
term (i.e., D > A, E > B, A < D and B < E). A one-way within-subjects
ANOVA revealed no main effect for trial type (F(3, 93) = 2.35,
p = 0.078).

3. Discussion
The present study investigated a behavior-analytic model of TI
with derived comparative relations of “more than” and “less than”
and compared the effects of two training schedules on arbitrary
inferential test performance. Findings showed that both schedules
were indistinguishable at training and, for the large part, during
inferential testing as well. Both the All-More and All-Less groups
performed at comparable levels of accuracy during tests for retention of the premise pairs and during mutual and combinatorial
entailment tests. A performance advantage was noted for both
groups on tests involving the same relation as trained compared
with the different relation. Overall, RTs were faster to the trained
relations for both groups.
During nonarbitrary relational training and testing, both groups
met the criteria at comparable levels, and, as expected, no significant differences were found (Dymond and Barnes, 1995; Whelan
et al., 2006). The number of trials to meet criterion during the arbitrary relational test, and the total number of test exposures, also did
not differ between the groups. These findings indicate that a linear
series of contextually controlled relations is acquired at comparable
rates with either all “more than” relations or all “less than” relations. Until now, no previous behavior-analytic study has directly
compared the performance of these groups using the present procedures. For instance, Reilly et al. (2005) recorded RTs during the
crucial arbitrary test phase only. Whelan et al. (2006) did record
accuracy during training and testing but employed a design of combined “more than” and “less than” training relations with a 7-series
(A–G) task, while Vitale et al. (2008) investigated the effects of several training protocols on responses to a 3-series task. The present
study, therefore, represents the first empirical analysis of the effects
of All-More and All-Less arbitrary relational training on responses
to a 5-series task.
During the arbitrary relational test phase, participants in both
groups showed high levels of maintenance of the trained relations
(mean of 80%). This performance level compares favorably, and in
many cases is superior, to that seen with premise pair learning in
the TI literature (e.g., Ellenbogen et al., 2007; Greene et al., 2001;
Libben and Titone, 2008). There are, however, some important differences between the procedures of the present study and those
employed in the TI literature. Before the premise pairs were tested
for maintenance, they were trained to a high level of accuracy.
Training the premise pairs to a high mastery criterion is consistent with the approach adopted by the present study in which the
learned basis for the inferential performance was established, ab
initio. The fact that we observed comparably higher levels of performance accuracy for both the premise and inferential pairs than
that seen in traditional TI studies (e.g., Libben and Titone, 2008)
supports the utility of reinforcement-based accounts of TI that
emphasize prior learning history (e.g., Vasconcelos, 2008; Wynne,
1995, 1997). Further research, however, should investigate how
much prior training is necessary for the complex inferential performance seen in the present study to emerge.
Performance accuracy for the trained premise pairs involving endpoint terms (All-More: B > A/E > D; All-Less: A < B/D < E),
while not significant, was slightly higher than that involving nonendpoint pairs (All-More: C > B/D > C; All-Less: B < C/C < D), in both
groups. For the one- and two-step combinatorially entailed test
trials with endpoints, accuracy interacted with whether or not
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the tasks were the same as or different to the training received.
These data do not provide evidence of a symbolic distance effect in
which accuracy increases and response latency decreases as a function of the number of mediating steps (Acuna et al., 2002; Libben
and Titone, 2008). The repeated nature of the training and testing
cycles employed may have served to inhibit the response accuracy
and speed measures. However, further research should investigate
whether the current paradigm is capable of producing behavioral
evidence for the symbolic distance effect, which is a defining feature of TI research (Hinton et al., 2010; O’Hora et al., 2002; Reilly et
al., 2005).
With regards to mutual entailment test performance, our findings showed that for both groups’ accuracy was lower than that for
trained relations, with no significant differences found for those
trials containing an end term or for those that did not. Comparable
findings in the TI literature are limited since mutual entailment
is rarely explicitly tested. Indeed, in non-verbal TI tasks, it cannot logically be tested since A+/B− does not entail B+/A−. On the
other hand, there is some evidence of testing for bidirectional inferences with nonoverlapping pairs in verbal or semi-verbal tasks
(e.g., Bryant and Trabasso, 1971; Leth-Steensen and Marley, 2000;
Riley, 1976; Russell et al., 1996; Sedek and Von Hecker, 2004). For
instance, Leth-Steensen and Marley (2000) presented participants
with pairs of names and the comparative instructions “shorter”
and “taller”, respectively, before testing with all possible combinations of pairs. Critically, these authors directly trained selections
of one name over another in the presence of a particular comparative instruction or contextual cue. In this way, Leth-Steensen and
Marley’s (2000) procedures, although similar to those of Reilly et
al.’s (2005) combined more than/less than group, involved directly
training the mutually entailed relation that obtained between adjacent stimuli. In the present study, participants were presented with
pairs of adjacent stimuli and the contextual cue specifying the
different relation to that trained, and performance was highly accurate. Thus, our procedures may be considered instances of neither
traditional logical nor verbal TI tasks, but instead are a novel way
of intra-experimentally establishing derived comparative relations
with arbitrary stimuli.
Previous studies conducted under the rubric of relational frame
theory have also tested for mutual entailment. Whelan et al. (2006)
tested mutual and combinatorial entailment in the same block of
trials and found that all participants readily passed the arbitrary
relational test. Performance was not further analyzed for each specific subtype of relation. However, to directly compare the present
findings with those of previous studies on mutual entailment, we
must focus on RTs. Reilly et al. (2005) found that a group trained
with All-More relations produced significantly faster RTs on mutually entailed trials than a group trained with All-Less relations.
O’Hora et al. (2002) found that RTs on mutually entailed more than
and less than trials decreased significantly across novel stimulus
sets, suggesting that RTs, as a measure of inferential test ability, are
capable of modification by successive exposures to training and
testing stimulus sets. The present findings revealed that RTs on
mutually entailed trials were marginally slower than on directly
trained trials, but that no significant differences were observed
between the two groups. While these findings are at odds with
those reported by Reilly et al. (2005), it is important to note that
these authors exposed participants to the arbitrary relational test
up to a maximum of six times, compared to four times in the present
study. Taken together with the findings of O’Hora et al. (2002), this
suggests that the faster RTs during mutually entailed trials seen
by the All-More group relative to the All-Less group in Reilly et
al. may have been a function of the repeated training and testing
procedures employed. Future research should seek to record RTs
during extended training and testing exposures, with and without
novel stimulus sets.
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The same relation as trained and different relation to trained
distinction adopted by the present study resembles a similar distinction in the reasoning literature that influences task difficulty:
the specified or unspecified nature of the information contained in
the premises and the linearity of the premises (e.g., Evans et al.,
1993; Goodwin and Johnson-Laird, 2008; Vitale et al., 2008). Specified problems have clearly identifiable inferences, while unspecified
problems lack sufficient information to identify all of the relations.
For instance, the premise pairs A < B and B < C clearly specify all
of the relations involved (e.g., B > A, C > B, A < C and C > A). On the
other hand, A > C and B > C result in unspecified inferences about the
nature of the relation between A and B (i.e., A may be more than B,
or vice versa). Furthermore, research has shown that performance
is affected by whether or not the premise pairs contain same (e.g.,
A < B; B < C) or mixed (e.g., A < B; C > B) relations within specified
and unspecified tasks. In the present study, each group received
only specified same relations with a 5-term series task. The second
feature, linearity, refers to the arrangement of the premise pairs
along a specified, natural verbal dimension, such as size (Goodwin
and Johnson-Laird, 2008; Russell et al., 1996). Linear relations (or
nontransitive relations: Hunter, 1957) contain at least two premise
pairs with repeated middle terms (e.g., A > B, B > C), explicitly state
relations involving the middle terms (i.e., B), and immediately lead
to inferences about the relation between nonadjacent terms (i.e.,
A > C). Other tasks may be considered transitive or nonlinear, in that
they explicitly state relations between nonadjacent terms (e.g., the
tasks A > B and C > A contain the transitive premise, C > A). Broadly,
linear/nontransitive tasks are considered easier to solve than nonlinear/transitive tasks (Evans et al., 1993).
We may apply the features of specified/unspecified and linearity to a consideration of the differences in performance accuracy
observed during same and different combinatorially entailed tests
in both groups in the present study. First, the relations trained
to mastery in both groups may be considered as specified, linear/nontransitive relations. To illustrate, the four premise pairs
of the All-More group may be rearranged in a linear fashion as
E > D, D > C, C > B and B > A. Second, same tasks involved linear relations, while different tasks involved nonlinear relations. That is,
during one- and two-step combinatorial entailment tasks, same
tasks were solved more accurately than different tasks because the
former involve linear/nontransitive relations. For example, for the
All-More group, the one-step same task, C > A may be solved by
reordering the C > B and B > A nontransitive, premise pairs. The onestep different task, A < C must be solved by first converting each
premise pair into a linear order by deriving the mutually entailed
relation and then the combinatorially entailed relation (A < B and
B < C derives A < C). The foregoing analysis also applies to the twostep tasks, and to the All-Less group.
A defining feature of the present behavior-analytic model of TI
as relational reasoning with derived comparative relations is that
the stimulus relations were established intra-experimentally in
order to overcome participants’ pre-existing learning histories with
more than and less than relations. This ensures that the inferences
originated from this relational learning history rather than instructions or observational learning. In so doing, we were able to test
a key assumption of relational frame theory: that derived performance such as those seen on tests for derived comparative relations
involve arbitrarily applicable relational responding, which is perhaps
the key process in human verbal behavior (Hayes et al., 2001a). To
empirically investigate this process, relational frame theory makes
a distinction between nonarbitrary and arbitrary forms of relational
responding. Most species can, for instance, readily learn to select
the larger of two stimuli from an array of different stimulus sets and
across a number of contexts. Nonarbitrary relational responding
occurs when an organism selects the larger of two stimuli based on
a history with multiple stimulus sets and contexts, in the absence of

further feedback. This was seen in the nonarbitrary relational training phases of the present study when the contextual cues were
shown to exert control over more than and less than responding
across novel stimulus sets. According to relational frame theory,
language-able humans may then also learn to respond relationally
to objects or events where the relation is defined, not by physical properties, but rather by additional contextual cues (such as
the words, “more than” and “less than”). When this occurs, an
individual is said to be engaging in arbitrarily applicable relational
responding: the response is arbitrarily applicable because it can be
applied to any stimuli regardless of their physical properties.
The present study sought to model this process, from the
bottom-up, and apply it to the solving of traditional TI tasks (e.g.,
Hinton et al., 2010; Gorham et al., 2009; Reilly et al., 2005; Vitale et
al., 2008). The emergence of the mutual and combinatorial entailed
test relations stemmed from the intra-experimental reinforcement
histories, but according to relational frame theory, also partially
reflects participants’ prior histories with the behavioral process of
arbitrarily applicable relational responding. In this way, relational
frame theory overlaps with previous, operant reinforcement-based
accounts of relational learning (Vasconcelos, 2008; Wynne, 1995),
and while the precise nature and extent of the history needed for
complex performances such as those seen in the present study is
an important empirical issue, our findings demonstrate the predictive utility of approaching TI as relational reasoning with derived
comparative relations. In conclusion, the present behavior-analytic
model of TI as involving derived comparative relations holds considerable potential as an alternative procedure for investigating the
determinants of TI-like relational reasoning in humans and nonhumans.
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